My favourite time of day

Two exemplars from Year 4 students, Mt Roskill Primary School, Auckland

The challenge for the lesson was to include ‘what they could hear’.

Midday is my favourite time of the day because I feel sporty and energetic. I feel like I could do anything. I enjoy running around, talking to my friends and getting to know new children. Sometimes I just spend my time lying in the grass, watching the clouds moving slowly in the sky.

The sky is crystal and bright blue and all the trees and hills look crisp and clear. I hear cicadas buzzing loudly in the trees and my friends calling out to me.

Night-time is my favourite time of the day because I enjoy sleeping and snoring! I often scare my siblings because they always hunt me down like a vicious hyena chasing a reindeer. Night-time feels calm and relaxing and sometimes I can hear the wind whooshing by. The night sky is dark and sometimes you can see twinkly stars. If there is no moon, it can be creepy and terrifying.